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MEET THE AVIATION AND AEROSPACE INDUSTRY LEADERS
AND DISCOVER THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS AND INNOVATIONS

Volare International Airshow will connect 
the global aviation & aerospace industry 
to Italy by providing manufacturers 
and suppliers a platform to showcase 
their products and services to a global 
audience.
The event will welcome exhibitors and delegates worldwide 
to Reggio Emilia Airport, which will be dedicated solely to the 
exhibition.
Volare International Airshow will host a mix of business, general, 
commercial aviation, and aerospace exhibitors on a 100,000 
sqm static area, accommodating more than 100 aircraft, and 
will include an extensive conference program featuring keynote 
speeches, panel discussions, and interactive sessions. 
This highly anticipated event will bring together leading industry 
professionals, manufacturers, suppliers, and enthusiasts from 
around the world for 3 days of networking, knowledge sharing, 
and business opportunities. It will host various industry-focused 
events, including business matchmaking sessions, investment 
forums, and career fairs.
This international aviation & aerospace exhibition aims to connect 
Italy to the aerospace industry on a global scale and attract 
international partnerships, investments, and collaborations. 
Volare International Airshow will feature a range of activities, 
including live demonstrations, interactive displays, technical 
conferences, and panel discussions. Attendees will have the 
opportunity to witness the capabilities of cutting-edge aircraft, 
experience virtual reality simulations, and explore the future of 
aerospace technology.

Why Exhibit ? 
Volare International Airshow presents a real marketplace, whereby 
professionals within the industry are offered the opportunity to 
gather information, discuss issues of the future, and discover the 
latest innovations, strategies, and services. 
The exhibition is the ideal place to find a market and its 
developments and to ensure competitive intelligence.
With a range of exhibition and sponsorship packages available, 
you can tailor your investment to suit your specific needs and 
maximize your return on investment.
By promoting your company at the Volare International Airshow, 
you’ll be putting your organization in front of thousands of 
potential customers and partners, while also gaining valuable 
exposure in the global business aviation community.

The Italian Aviation Industry ranks 4th in Europe and 7th in the world 
by size, with leadership positions in civil helicopters, regional 
aircraft, and propulsion. The technological skills and know-how 
of Italian aeronautics and space companies, combined with the 
increasingly advanced technological knowledge in production 
processes, have become critical growth drivers for Italy in  
the sector.
Italy has several major aerospace companies. Italy also 
has numerous small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 
specialized in various aerospace and aviation aspects. 
These SMEs often form clusters, which are geographically 
concentrated areas where companies, research institutions, and 
other organizations collaborate and support each other.

Who Exhibits ?
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Cannes International Airport, Hangar 16-B, 
277 avenue Francis Tonner - 06150 Cannes, France

www.volareairshow.com

Organized by

Contact us in Italy
sysitaly@gmail.com

Contact us
info@airexpo.aero


